
THE PERFECT PICK® FROM OPEX 
WAREHOUSE AUTOMATIONS
The Perfect Pick is a self-contained, standalone fulfillment aisle run  
by automated iBOT technology, capable of delivering up to 80lbs  
directly to a workstation. These units are designed to scale with your 
business, making it easy to increase storage capacity without 
 tacked-on labor costs. Additionally, the Perfect Pick operates without 
conveyor or transfer systems, saving space in your warehouse.

LEARN MORE

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES: 
MAKING AUTOMATION ACCESSIBLE

THE COMPLETE RESOURCE 
FOR ALL YOUR MATERIAL 
HANDLING NEEDS

Conveyor Solutions Inc. provides custom-designed systems 
for a broad range of industries, including manufacturing, food 
processing, pharmaceutical, packaging, printing, distribution,  
and warehousing.
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SIM AUTONOMOUS MOBILE  
ROBOT FROM MIR
The V550 is an industry-leading Autonomous Mobile Robot (AMR) solution that 
offers a number of advantages. One key advantage is ease of deployment. The 
V550 can be quickly and easily installed without the need for costly and time-
consuming infrastructure changes or engineering. Additionally, the V550 features 
the best user interface in the industry, with an intuitive tablet and laptop interface 
that makes it easy to use. The V550 is also CSI-certified, meaning that it meets 
the highest standards for accuracy and reliability. This makes the V550 an ideal 
choice for customers looking for a reliable and easy-to-use AMR system.

PALLETIZING SOLUTIONS FROM  
ROBOTIQ/UNIVERSAL ROBOTS

The Robotiq Palletizing Solution is where simplicity meets flexibility. This 
innovative technology works in conjunction with the UR10e from Universal 

Robots to provide the most efficient palletizing possible for your warehouse 
environment. This automated palletizer is able to stack boxes weighing up to 
17.5lbs as high as 87”. With flexibility, mobility, and an easy 3-step setup, the 

Robotiq Palletizing Solution’s small footprint makes it easy to integrate into your 
current warehouse floor plan and is even compatible with 3rd-party safety devices.

LEARN MORE
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